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Notice the B/W picture 2nd down on the left is a cornfield where the 

Tech Plaza is now.  Remember Warren was Wilderness for thousands of years  

then all farms for 100 years before it became a city.   

Warren was completely self sufficient in food and water.
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Need help for a year on these
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Tom Turmel 

past owner,

Sandy, Ray 

Stilwell present 

owners

William Qualmann
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Longest Lasting Businesses
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Early businesses included land sales, food, goods, drinks, tools and transportation.  Blacksmiths, 

Tinsmiths, Wood smiths (Coopers) and carpenters made needed  items. Several brick companies 

made bricks.  Brewers made beer.  Tanners tanned hides which were used for many things.

Before restaurants there were many Inns,  Taverns, Speakeasys, and dives.  In the old days they 

were often vulgar places with dirt floors that customers spit their chewing tobacco out on.  Fights 

were common.  But some others ran clean establishments had female bartenders of strong character 

who did not put up with too much bull.  Some even served good food.  Louie's started we are told as 

an ice cream parlor.  During prohibition many became blind pigs.  Often the local sheriff deputy was 

a well-known customer.  Many folks liked to have a drink and just because some anti drinkers had 

got a law passed against it wasn't going to stop them.  The Detroit area was known as the rum 

capital.  The Eighteenth Amendment of the United States Constitution, established Prohibition in the 

United States in 1919. It was repealed by the Twenty-first Amendment in 1933. During this time the 

Detroit area was a hotbed of illegal activity. There were many speakeasys in Warren. Clem's Pour 

House was one of many that were open 24-7. You could not get in unless you were known by 

someone inside. “As many as 25,000 illicit saloons, or “blind pigs,” operated in Detroit area and did 

a $215 million business.  Liquor trafficking was Michigan's second leading industry. (Lawrence E. 

Ziewacz 228)  Warren and Center Line often had more bars than churches.

Automobile repair shops did a good business also

There were riding stables such as the Ryan Riding stable but for a time for an additional fee one 

could be ridden.  Rosie's red light was down on Ryan, and a bar across from St Clement Church who 

had one bartender who baby-sitted his young baby while the house next to it had seven young 

“housekeepers.”  There were speakeasys or blind pigs and other recreational businesses during 

prohibition and at other times which the history of has been “forgotten.”

Sure a lot of stuff went on in the old days as does now that will not be recorded in histories.  

The velvet touch down on Van Dyke supposedly gave great massages.

I was a social worker for the American Red Cross and used to look down from an upstairs window 

at John R and Erskin.  I admired the little church across the street because any time of the night or 

day there was a person out there in front of the church passing out church literature.  They carried it 

even further and got in the car for a ride around the block I assumed for a sermon.  Funny though 

they always rode in the back seat.  Turned out that it was a 24/7 drug dealers. And there was that 

nice motel almost next door on Woodward.  I recommended it for several families to stay there 

when they had a sick child at the medical center close by.  Once a client complained to me that the 

motel only charged by the hour and was too expensive.  Opps.

Of course the majority of businesses are outstanding honest concerns.

As you look thru this archive you will see hundreds of business fotos.  There is an alphabetical 

listing using the index and a listing by street is in the business section.  
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Old places Murthum house & barn Quonsets, cabins, blacksmith shop, ice cream store, Singing Sam’s
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Village Book Exchange has Thousands of Bargain books.
Cheryl has been in business located at this very historic 
spot for 35 years. This was the old Rump farm which was 
built on the old cranberry marsh off of the planked State 
Road part of the first Road in Michigan the one built by 
the Moravian Indians about 1786.  There is a huge 
selection of Science Fiction and Novels, plus New Arrivals, 
Hard Backs, Audio Books, and much more.
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Bunert One Room School Museum
Education was thought of as a privilege and both students and parents wanted it very much to succeed.  Most 

teachers had the full support of parents in the old days. If a boy was bad in school, he might get a little extra 

set of chores to do at school. If he was guilty of serious misbehaving, he might experience the sting of a 

switch on his butt. But if his father found out he would get much worse switchings plus extra chores and 

work to do. If the boy failed the final exam at the end of the year his father could use that as reason enough 

to consider that he was unfit for school which meant that he became free labor for the family until he was 

eighteen. This meant that he had to do a mans work around the farm without pay. The first town meeting was 

held at the house of Louis Groesbeck, April 3, 1837, Avery Dennison, Sam Gibbs, Lyman E. Rhodes, were 

voted Commissioners of Schools. The first known school was s split log schoolhouse the farmers built at the 

corner of Creek Road/Ryan roads. Was used as church for both Methodist and Baptist groups. This log 

building also had split log benches. Rather uncomfortable By 1875 two churches and a school on Ryan Road 

were in operation. The one called the West School is still standing. It is that red brick building just south of 

Chicago Road on the East side of Ryan. St Clement school in the middle of Warren was up and running and 

the Plunket school at Ten Mile and State Road (Sherwood) were operating. The Bunert One Room School 

pictured below was built in 1875. The school is a wood frame board-and-batten structure. Originally the 

school housed students in grades 1-8. The school had one teacher who taught all grades. Classes were held in 

it until 1944. A larger two room school was built in 1927 and sat next to the Bunert School. Classes K-4 

were taught in the one room school, 5-6 and 7-8 were taught in the two-room school. The two schools had 3 

teachers and 65 students. In 1944 a new 6 room school was built and named Charwood after Betty Chargo

and Irene Woodward. The two older schools were then sold to John O’Connor who made them into 

residences. In 1970 it was sold to the Santa Maria Lodge. In 1987 the lodge people offered it to The local 

historical society who had it moved next to Tower High School. Murthumn High School was built in 1926 as 

was Busch School. Students if not needed for farm work could attend either high school. 
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Here are a few of the things taught: 

What is the Law of our land?

What is the Bill of Rights?

What protects your Freedoms? 

Very important! The Bill of Rights which are the first ten amendments to the Constitution were 

approved in 1791 to give us specific freedoms.

First Amendment guarantees the freedom of religion, of speech, of the press, of assembly, and of 

petition to the government for redress of grievances. 

Second Amendment gives the right to bear arms openly, 

Third Amendment freedom from quartering soldiers in a house without owner's consent 

Fourth Amendment protects people against unreasonable search and seizure. No searches without 

warrant or probable cause. This is also about privacy that people supposed to be entitled to have their 

homes and personal effects private and free from searches. 

Fifth Amendment no person shall be held for "a capital or otherwise infamous crime" without 

indictment, be twice put in "jeopardy of life or limb" for the same offense, be compelled to testify 

against himself, or "be deprived of life, liberty, or property without due process of law." It also prohibits 

government from taking private property without "just compensation," 

Sixth Amendment guarantees the right of speedy and public trial by an impartial jury in all criminal 

proceedings and the right to have legal counsel for the accused and guarantees that the accused may 

require witnesses to attend the trial and testify in the presence of the accused. It also guarantees the 

accused a right to know the charges against him. 

Seventh Amendment guarantees right of trial by jury in almost all civil cases. 

Eighth Amendment. Excessive bail, fines "cruel and unusual" punishment prohibited. 

These rights were fought for in the Revolutionary War from the Bloody British and they were defended 

in W.W.I and W.W.II and other wars. Thousands of our soldiers died preserving these rights for you. 

Name the states and capitols for each state. Name the countries of the world and their capitals. 

Be able to do addition subtraction multiplication and division in your head. Be able to figure a square 

root with pencil and paper. 

Know use of fractions and how to add subtract multiply and divide them. 

Be able to figure percents. 

Understand and use the rules for punctuation 

Know the cases for common verbs. 

Know spelling for common words. 

Acquire reading skills for your grade level. 

Be able to write with good penmanship. 

Be able to write a business letter. 

Name the presidents of the United States in order. 

Know why the Revolutionary War was caught and know about the most important battles. 

Know about the most important events in history. 

Know about the most import things in Science such as the causes of weather, climate health, etc. Know 

about the most common inventions. 

Be able to pass the year end exam. (6th grade final exam) 

My grandfather went to a one room school in the 1800s and stated that children learned very well 

because they were motivated to do so because their parents insisted that they learn.  He stated that first 

the teacher taught them the lesson as they read it then they had to do practice, then they had to recite to 

the teacher what they had learned and finally they had to teach younger children the lesson.  As a result 

they learned very well.  Teachers had total authority then and usually had a willow switch to use if 

necessary.  And if a student was goofing off the teacher could visit the family and the father would take 

the offending student to the wood shed resulting in them not wanting to sit for a few days. Any boy who 

continually goofed off would end up doing hard farm work rather than going to  school. 
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Events, Trips and Favorite Places back in the Old Times

In the pioneer days and prior to 1900 there was little to no time that could be taken away from 

farming, milking and tending the livestock to allow much other than a trip of a few hours. This is 

covered on old time recreation page.  After 1880 things got a little better as time went on.  Long 

trips were nearly always by train which was expensive but a very pleasant and relaxing way to 

travel.  For most folks there was no such thing as a vacation.  There were holidays like the 4th of 

July and Christmas. Trips were limited to the 10 miles per speed of your horse drawn wagon. 

Which usually only had seating for two. Most families did not own fancy buggies. With the arrival 

of the family automobile trips could be further away. Common destinations were Belle Isle, St 

Clair shores driving along the lake shore, and rivers and visiting picturesque towns.  After WWII 

families could take the car on a car picnic to Romeo or Belle Isle.  The State of Michigan  had 

created many state parks and there was a nice little one near Romeo.  There were the Dodge 

Brothers Parks like the one at the end of Dequindre by Yates Cider Mill.  This was also a place 

where one creek actually had an aqueduct that allowed it to cross a river. There were boat trips 

from Detroit also. The most popular boats were the Boblo boats either to Boblo or on moonlight 

cruises. There were other boat trips to Put in Bay and other places. Folks took trolly rides to 

Detroit.   As far as events the oldest event was the State Fair and the county fairs.  There were 

occasional visits by carnivals and circuses.  Some folks visited the bigger state and national parks 

for other recreation and camping. Locally sports and bowling were popular.  The 1930s brought 

movie theaters. Scouts had backpacking-train trips to beautiful Philmont Scout Ranch and canoe 

trips on AuSable and Rifle Rivers. In recent years there were big shows such as Outdoor-rama, 

auto shows, Scoutaramas and many festivals around the state. Favorite places also were many 

bars, taverns, Victory Inn. Dare I mention churches. Speakeasys and Rosie Redlights. Facts are 

facts.
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The biggest thing there is the Coliseum 

with many various shows all week. Oh for the memories. There so many things we saw there. The 

Ringling Brothers & Barnum Baily Circuses, Scoutaramas, auto and truck events and many other 

shows. Page 149 shows the Historical Marker, the above foto of the Coliseum and fotos of the 

inside of the Coliseum.  It was probably the biggest arena in the Detroit area for many years. 

There were often interesting exhibits or vendors on the first floor under the seating ceiling as 

shown by the foto on the left. Page 150 Shows a glimpse of the midway which had not only the 

usual rides but many extra attractions.  It was much bigger than the traveling carnivals. Page 150 

also has fotos of the Beef, Dairy & Sheep barn which was also huge.(see the map) There were 

many big buildings with fascinating exhibits. There is a sad picture of Whitehall now closed.  In 

its day it also had many exhibits. Page 151 had the rabbit and poultry building where myself and 

other kids would enter our animals, baking, artwork, crafts, crops into contests for prizes.  We got 

an exhibitors pass that got one in every day and sometimes you one a cash prize  and colorful 

ribbons.  We entered our rabbits, Guinea pigs, pigeons, chickens, hogs, horses, cows, sheep, goats 

etc.  By the end of the fair we had new friends and knew every place in the fair. There were 

educational exhibits also. This fair was a great experience for young people as yet unmatched by 

the present fairs.  I was fascinated by the psychic reader who set up on a little stage in front of the 

Rabbit building. She seemed to help people find lost memories and people.  Her husband would 

go around and find people interested and ask for a donation.  Somehow she seemed to know 

things about them and it appeared that most left happier than they were when they arrived.  Then 

there was the Eastern Star restaurant with good food and other places had lots of food choices.  It 

was fun to watch the taffy machines make the taffy a form of soft candy. The big stove was hit by 

lightning and burned in 2011

Many of us 

entered our 

livestock into the 

statewide 

contests and that 

got us a free pass 

into the fair for 

entire two weeks.  

Many of us kids 

won blue ribbons 

and prizes.
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Agriculture and hunting were the main occupations and method of 

survival for hundreds of years. It declined from the 1930s onward.

Crops were Corn, Oats, Wheat, Beans, Grains, Fruits, 

Potatoes, Vegetables, Soy, Alpha, Beets, Rhubarb & more.
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Young's Garden Mart & Christmas Fantasy

27825 Ryan Rd. The Young family began 

farming in Warren in 1923.  They grew crops and 

trucked them out to farmers markets.  They were 

ahead of their time when they built a greenhouse 

in 1924. This enabled them to offer more plants 

earlier and later.  They built a retail store here in 

1957.  There was a man in Warren who was 

raising the ire of neighbors due to his desire to 

make big Christmas decorations causing much 

traffic in his neighbor-hood. Youngs solved that 

problem and benefited from the increased traffic 

at their business on Ryan in 1985.  They[108]

expanded the Christmas decorations  adding a 

Santa Castle making their store into a Christmas 

Fantasy land complete with Santa hearing 

children's requests. Over the years it became 

quite an attraction. Young's Santa Castle was 

displayed 1985c2007.at Young's Garden Mart 

and Christmas Fantasy on Ryan N of 11 Mile.  

The work of installing the heavy plywood castle 

parts was quite a burden and with the recession 

was not worth the time and effort so it was 

discontinued. With 3 ½ acres under glass Young's 

offers year round  plant bargains and a wonderful 

place to visit especially for children. They have: 

hundreds of plants in season, garden supplies, 

hardware, lawnmowers, snow blowers and during 

the Christmas season they had a huge selection of 

everything Christmas.  Then they had a fire 

which put them back quite a bit, but the 

competition with the big box stores did them in. 

Now Kutchy’s produce has moved in. [109]

We saw the USA in our van 

bought on a clerk’s pay.
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Wolf Hardware

Swansons Service Station

J & J Vending, Follo’s

Just south of St Clement called the Buechel Block

1950s-1990s we enjoyed the Boblo boats

See appendix for details
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Basil David

food vendor had good food.

Urban 

Renewal

DSS had solar panels

Nite in Center Line

Bodega

Paul G. Hazen

Ed Rinke now has huge 

frontage in Center Line

Wisner Bus
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Theisen House

Qualman horse shedApparatus Building

Fellowship Baptist  & 

Alibi Bar that’s my story 

and I’m stickin to it.

Warren Village Hall

Amber House

Warren Village Hall new part

State Fair had many attractions we 

all enjoyed. Colosseum below

Louie’s Bar and speakeasy

Mysterious 10 Mile/Mound Chapel

Prop Shop Hobbies

Canning, pickling, packing in salt 

and drying preserved food.

Smoked in bed

coffin

Warren USO

Professor Wesley E Arnold veteran. 

Served got shot at but just did his job.  

Wore the cap not to brag but to remind 

people that many died for our freedom. 

There are forces working now to take 

away your freedom. Wake up America.

Pet rock

fad

Oz 

[116]
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Ronnie's later moved ½ mile North and became a regular restaurant.

Sneak in

Van Dyke

Van Dyke

drive ins were replaced 

by fast food places

See archive for more information
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From Mike Grobbel collection

Busch school had one of these escape shoots. 

The fire call boxes came and went in the 1960s 

because of too many false alarms.

Tank Plant

Link

John McGuire
Tank Plant

Ialian Village

Oldenkamp

Chief Norman 

Smith

Firefighting is dangerous even as a volunteer firefighter I almost died twice. In a house fire when there was a 

hole burnt the floor and a red-hot furnace below and another time on top of Joe’s bike shop in the dark next to 

burning Handy Hardware with red-hot beams and turpentine and paint cans exploding and they accidentally 

pointed the water stream on us and we had to hang onto the shingles to keep from falling into the exploding 

inferno.

Firefighters and police were often risk their lives for people who don’t even appreciate it. Sometimes 

firefighters and police get attacked while risking their lives for someone else. 275



Left Mike 

Grobbel and 

Alton Grobbel, 

Right David & 

Kathy 

Hanselman

1926 American 

LaFrance

1961 fire run to Sunburst Norm Smith by engine. Wesley Arnold photographer with brownie Hawkeye camera.

It is very important to have more than one good quality working smoke detectors in several places in your 

home.  Also have a good quality CO alarm.  Avoid natural Christmas trees as they dry out and easily burn 

and the fumes will kill you not the fire because they explode in flame so fast you do not have time to 

escape. Professor Wesley E Arnold’s Historical Educational Archive of Center Line-Warren Area History 

for 30,000 + pages of information. Now a community project available to teachers for free, as is this 

concise summary.  See http://dogoodforall.today or http://warrenhistory.us to see, save and print anything

and the price is right FREE. 

Above left. Chief Norman Smith, Andy Mowrey, R Hickson, Joe O'Lear, A Meduvsky, 

J Mainero, Art Anderson, H Gibson, A Kozlowski, Guy Swanson, W Desmone
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There was no fire dept for nearly all of the history of our area. 

Only since the forming of a village was there any fire protection 

and that was next to useless until water mains with fire hydrants 

were activated. If the oil lamps or candles used  caught the 

house or barn on fire all one could do was get out and try to 

save a few valuables. Everything you had would be destroyed. 

There were no phones.  The Warren Volunteer Fire Dept was 

organized April 4, 1926. It secured a Model T chassis and 

equipped it for firefighting. Later a second Model T was 

equipped with chemicals. Later a Ford V8 truck was added with 

a 350 gallon tank 2500 feet of hose, ladders, hand extinguishers, 

axes & suction pump.  It was housed in an east addition to the 

township hall on Beebe Street. The Center Line Fire Dept began 

in Dec 1925 when the village approved the purchase of a 1926 

Ford American LaFrance fire engine. These had chemical tanks.  

Later pumps were added to pump water out of cisterns. Tele-

phone service went to a small  Detroit telephone exchange not 

staffed at night. There was no dialing of numbers everything 

was done through operator on a party line system had 9 or more 

phones on one line. Often it took over an hour to get the call to 

the fire chief.  Many homes and barns burnt to the ground in 

minutes before and after fire departments were started. 

See archive for names
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Center Line Police Department

Sometimes mutual aid helped

See my archive for names

Center Line City Hall Nativity Scene from 

Mike Grobbel

CONRAD J & GABRIEL

WELSING 

Chief NormanSmith

me

Me with Goodfellows
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Here are a few pictures from my time as a volunteer fire fighter with the Center Line Fire Department 

and Center Line Goodfellow.  I remember being woken up in the early morning hours by the alarm 

sounds on the fire radio.  It had three loud tones.  I got so used to responding quickly that I was 

usually half out of bed by the third tone.  Then you had to listen or directions to the fire.  We had 

lights and sirens on our cars but only used them when needed.  Two fires stand out both of which I 

almost died in.  The first was a house fire with a lot of smoke.  We know that kids often hide in closets 

and under beds in a fire because they are frightened.  Part of our job is to get them out before the 

smoke kills them.  (Most people die from the smoke not the fire)  Anyway I was inside the smoke 

filled house when my face mask fogged up.  Now if you can't see anything you are blind.  So I went 

back outside cleared the mask and reentered.  I discovered that if I had taken one more step forward 

when my mask was fogged up that I would have fallen thru the burning floor onto the red hot oil 

furnace which was causing the house fire.  Another time we were on top of  Joe's Bike shop fighting 

the Big Handy Andy Hardware store fire.  It was 3 AM in the morning.  The sky was filled with 

smoke and it was dark.  The roof beams just a few feet from me were red hot and twisting   Exploding 

paint and solvent cans were going off like bombs.  The hoses at the top of three big ladder trucks were 

spraying towards the fire when one of them changed angle somehow and started  spraying us and 

pushing us into the inferno.  The operators couldn't see because of the smoke and darkness.  We had to 

drop our hoses and hang on to the shingles for dear life for a few minutes to not get swept into the 

flames and red-hot twisting steel beams. The purpose here is not that I am pretending to be some kind 

of a hero and it is the same reason I wear my Veterans cap.  I am not a hero but I had the honor of 

serving with some.  I was just doing my job as a volunteer.  My purpose is to say we should honor our 

firefighters and soldiers because they put their lives on the line.  All gave some and some gave all.

Do have a 2 working smoke detectors and a CO detector and don’t use natural Christmas trees 

as they dry out easily and become fire bombs you cannot escape from. The fumes will kill you.

me
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Apparatus Building was built in 1929. 

There was no fire department or police department for nearly all of 

the history of our area. Only since the forming of a village was there

any fire protection and that was next to useless until water mains with fire 

hydrants were activated. Until that time if the oil lamps or candles used for

lighting caught the house or barn on fire all one could do was get out and

try to save a few valuables. Everything you had would be destroyed. And

there was no insurance. There were no phones to call for help.  There was a

volunteer fire department in Warren of sorts since probably the 1850s. First

it was just farmers who would bring buckets and rush to a fire by horseback

when they saw smoke in the sky. The history of the Warren Volunteer Fire Department was not 

written down so is mostly lost. There may have been a portable pump which could pull water out of 

a well or pond and spray it on to a fire or compressed air tank with chemicals in the tank. The 

village hall was built in 1922 and a shed built next to it in 1925. The Official Warren Volunteer Fire 

Department was organized April 4, 1926.  It secured a Model T chassis and equipped it for 

firefighting.  Later a second Model T was equipped with chemicals.Later a Ford V8 truck was 

added with 350 gallon tank 2500 feet of hose, ladders, hand extinguishers, axes and suction pump.  

I am still looking for early records.  In 1944 the Chief was George Shoop with Leo Roth, ND 

Eckstein, Floyd Rickabush, Peter Trombly, Ernie Steffens, Ray Lutz,  Merton Lyons, Harold Squier, 

John Taylor, Don Cockerline and Howard Lyons. It was housed in an east addition to the township 

hall on Beebe Street in 1946. Where it was before is unclear, but in 1992 the fire department moved 

out of the BeebeVillage hall.  In 1938 Chrysler Corporation donated a truck chassis. This was taken 

to General Detroit Fire Truck Corporation at 2272 East Jefferson and fitted as a fire truck. It was 

delivered to Warren Township on February 25th, 1939 and stored at Charles Blazier's Service 

Station at 21708 Van Dyke. George Schimmel converted his old gas station at 22730 van Dyke into 

a fire station and leased it to Warren Township. On May 20th 1939 the fire truck was moved to this 

station and became fire station No 1.   In 1939 Warren's first fire station was built. Vern Lumex and 

William Van Hulle were hired as fireman. They still had volunteer firefighters. The Warren Fire 

Department went from all volunteer to two full time firefighters to a high of 184 in 1980. On May 

20th 1939 William Vanhulle was named Fire Chief and Vern Lumex was appointed Firefighter. 

Tenmen were assigned as volunteer firefighters by Township Supervisor William Strich. Training 

began on May 12st. On June 15th 1939 the fire station was officially open to serve all of Warren 

Township.

Two Warren firefighters have lost their lives.  CHARLES COGSIGNEY DIED 7/16/1944 

Died in a barn fire.

HENRY K MORAN 1942-1973 involved in a car accident. He suffered closed head injuries 

and had to be confined to a nursing home.
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In 1938 Chrysler Corporation donated a fire truck. In 1939 a fire hall was built next to the old 

township hall at Van Dyke and 11 Mile roads. Fire Station No 2 at 13360 Nine Mile Rd and 

Fire Station No 3 at 23630 Ryan were put in operation on September 7th, 1949.  1951 Van 

Dyke Fire Hall was built and two more fire halls were built. In 1955 the Nine Mile and 

Federal fire hall was built followed some time later by the fire hall on Twelve Mile Road by 

Common Road. The Ryan Station was built later. 

William B. Burr was appointed the City of Warren's First fire Commissioner February 5th, 

1957. 
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Below is young Ted Bates.  Eleanor Bates remembers he got $3.00 a call.  The Village of Warren 

Volunteer Fire Department at 5961 Beebe St was put into operation as Station No 4 and 16 

volunteer firefighters were given the position of regular paid firefighters On May 17th 1957. 

Station No 5 was dedicated On Oct 11th, 1958 in Honored memory of firefighter Charles 

Consigney of the Warren Township Fire Department who gave his life in the line of duty on July 

16th, 1944.  Station No 6 at 3090 Twelve Mile Rd was put in operation on February 1st, 1967. 

The new Fire Station No 3 on Ryan near Stevens replacing the earlier station at the same location, 

was put in operation on May 22nd, 1986. This was dedicated to the "First Chief William Van Hule

who served from 1939-1963.  The new Station No 4. was put into operation in 1991 and 

dedicated to Assistant Chief Henry Moran (1942-1973). The new Station No 2 and 

Administration building at 23295 schoenherr Rd were put into operation in 1991 and dedicated to 

Fire Chief Willian Vahhulle. Vern Lumex and William Van Hulle 1939 only two firemen.  William 

Van Hulle was chief for a long time  H Reineli Commissioner and C Cockerline Chief in 1967

Glenn E Thom was Fire Commissioner and Clifford Cockerline Chief 1972.  James Ritchie 

Commissioner, Donald Soldenski Admin Chief, Harold Church Senior Asst Chief 1975

Tom Johnson.    Bill Karpinski from Dec 26, 1985 - Dec 1, 1995.    Frank Sucaet Chief 1985 -

1986 and William Karpinski Fire commissioner .    Ray Shields from Feb 7, 1996 - Nov 23, 1998

Henry Gesing Dec 7, 1998- .  Curtis Behnke Sep 23, 2000. Robert Vought Jan 14, 2004-Sept 11, 

2008

Fire Commissioner Skip McAdams Oct 2008 - Present

Chiefs:  Fire Chief David Frederick, Deputy Chief John Gary Wilkinson, Special Operations 

Chief Ken Sytefanski, EMS Chief Mark Schimanski, Battalion Chiefs, Unit 1 Donald Tharrett, 

Unit 2 Ken Meyer,

Unit 3 John Lovins, Fire Marshall Daniel Simpson.

Oh forgot to mention Young Ted eventually became a mayor of Warren.
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See archive for more information
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The New York Times accurately proclaimed that Detroit was the “Rum

Capital of the Nation” and that liquor trafficking was Michigan's second

leading industry. (Lawrence E. Ziewacz 228) Warren and Center Line

often had more bars than churches.

We need our police officers. Having been one I can tell you it is not easy

or for cowards. We owe them our gratitude and respect as they put their

lives on the line daily. When you call that can be for you
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Scouting Teaches
Good Morals, Leadership

Success, Survival 

something that is missing

in many families today.

And there are many

scholarships

for Eagle Scouts.

We need civic groups and churches to 

sponsor scout troops in your area so 

boys and girls get this wonderful 

opportunity to learn and grow.

Scouts are trained to save lives.

Use map and compass,  build fire

Get water from a bag and pop bottle

learn to cook and survive outdoors
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Welcome to the most magnificent Nature Center in the 

World here in Warren Michigan
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The Chalet

State Police House
Claeys Mansion

Claeys Mansion

Biggest Mansions 

below [115]

Dr Felix Osowski
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Some of what first pioneers saw is visible around Bear Creek today.  The best use of this wilderness 

is to make it into our nature center for our children as it is already useless unsellable “wetland” and it 

has Warren’s biggest most historic mansion which would be the perfect nature center building.  

See archive for many more pictures
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Historic Places                   Ellis was built 1925 most historic and classical building in Center Line

Ellis

Kaltz House

Center Line Baptist

Our old Post Office

Rudy Nautical Museum

See the deer

Hometown Heroes Coffee and More our best ever 

Pub and Internet Café where Dad’s Place was.

A & P first Super Market

Gietzen House

Theisen 
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Diplomat David Hanselman, wife 

Kathy, Alton Grobbel

Universal Mall

Bird cage

New and Old Warren City Halls

10 Mile and Van Dyke

9-11

Hi-Lo Clipper Yearbook 

Library

And photographer

Warren City Hall

GMTC

Corn field

scouting

This was the 2nd attack on WTC . 1st was in 1993 killed 6 injured 1000. 
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This little FREE book can save lives because it has 

important things not taught in school that young people 

need to know.  It is positive, success oriented, warns about 

things that threaten lives such as drugs, negative thinking 

and not putting safety first. 

Download it for free from 

http://dogoodforall.today
Or get it from Amazon Books for 

Kindle for 99ȼ
Also on above website or Amazon are many other useful books by Professor Wes such 

“5,000 Scholarships”, How to get FREE Solar Power, Comprehensive Indexes to both 

Warren Union Cemetery and St Clement Cemetery, Modern Languages Compared  

Research on language Learning Difficulty, The Easiest Language and fastest learnable and 

the University Research Behind it with International Vocabulary, Abundance for all How to 

Make it Happen, Pioneer Cemeteries of Warren Township and more.

http://dogoodforall.today/



